New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Arctic Adventure on Frozen Pond Anthony Padilla and Ian Hecox join Jon
Lovitz in this hilarious tale of brave frogs on a bold quest. For centuries, the
Crystal Frog has protected the Frog Kingdom with its magic. But when
sneaky One-Eye (Hecox) plots to steal the artifact and become King, it’s up
to Freddy (Padilla) and the Frog Princess to make the arduous trek to the
Holy Land. Through forest, desert, river rapids, and icy caverns, the bravery of
the frozen warriors keeps this colorful saga hopping. Lionsgate
Legend of Bruce Lee: Volume Two Determine to promote Chinese material
arts and make a name for himself in America. Bruce Lee (Danny Chan, IP Man
3, Kung Fu Hustle) establishes a small but increasingly popular kung fu
school in Seattle, Washington, where he gains both admirers of his
techniques and those who would like to see him fail. As he encounters
different opponents - all material arts masters in their own right - and their
various fighting styles. Bruce envisions a new way of kung fu capable of
revolutionizing the world of martial arts forever. With the support of his
friends, pupils, and his great love. Linda (Michelle Lang), nothing can stop
Bruce on his massive rise to stardom. Well Go
Inside Amy Schumer Season 4 Amy Schumer makes people laugh in a
variety of ways, from interviewing random people she meets on the street to
crafting quirky sketches that display her sharp humor. She also does
humor-laced interviews with celebrity guests. The quick cuts between
different styles of comedy keep everyone guessing. Her dynamic personality,
meanwhile, has the charisma to entertain throughout the 22 minutes. A
sprinkling of stand-up is the icing on this comedy cake. Paramount
Ice Season One Two brothers become immersed in the underground world
of diamond trading in Los Angeles after the death of a drug dealer pits a
crime lord against their family. Entertainment One
Fifty Shades Darker Jamie Dornan and Dakota Johnson return as Christian
Grey and Anastasia Steele in Fifty Shades Darker, the second chapter based
on the worldwide bestselling **Fifty Shades* phenomenon. When a
wounded Christian tries to entice a cautious Anastasia back into his life, she
demands a new arrangement before she will give him another chance. As
the two begin to build trust and find stability, shadowy figures from
Christian's past start to circle the couple. Jack Hyde (Eric Johnson) and Elena
Lincoln (Kim Basinger) join the cast, determined to destroy the couple's
hopes for a future together. This time there are no rules. Universal
Shark Week Shark ' N' Awe Spanning the waters from Florida to Taiwan, join
Discovery Channel for its most celebrated event of the year when the Shark
Week: Shark ’n’ Awe Collection arrives at Walmart on DVD May 9 from
Lionsgate Home Entertainment. Dive in with renowned scientists and
marine biologists from across the globe and catch up on some of the most
jawsome shark stories ever told before Shark Week 2017 arrives. Discover
Great Whites in unexplored seas, unravel the mysteries of repeated shark
attacks, and gain new insights to some of the world’s most majestic and
oldest living creatures. Featuring 32 episodes on 6 discs, uncover the depths
of Shark Week: Shark ’n’ Awe Collection. Lionsgate
Orange is the New Black Season 4 Taystee (Danielle Brooks) gets a job as
Caputo's (Nick Sandow) secretary, a position which gives her far more
priveleges than the new warden ever intended. Poussey is thrilled to
discover that Judy King (Blair Brown), her favorite celebrity chef, is one of the
newest inmates at Litchfield, but Judy proves to be far more cunning than
initially meets the eye. Crazy Eyes and Kukudio's relationship quickly takes a
turn for the worse. Taystee's family also welcomes a new member, Abdullah,
a Muslim woman who initially clashes with her Jewish bunkmate Tova.
Lionsgate
One Punch Man Saitama is a hero who only became a hero for fun. After
three years of "special" training, though, he's become so strong that he's
practically invincible. In fact, he's too strong - even his mightiest opponents
are taken out with a single punch, and it turns out that being devastatingly
powerful is actually kind of a bore. With his passion for being a hero lost
along with his hair, yet still faced with new enemies every day, how much
longer can he keep it going? Viz / Warner
A Mermaids Tale is an enchanting modern fairy tale, the story of Ryan, a 12
year old girl to move with Matt, her father, to the dying fishing town where
he was born, and to live with Art, her crusty mean old grandfather. As she
tries to fit in and make new friends she discovers a secret cove, home to a
playful pod of dolphins and Coral, a mysterious girl. As they become fast
friends, Ryan learns that Coral is a mermaid and uncovers a secret that will
help the girls both save the town in a touching, mythic story of friendship
and redemption. Lionsgate
Rock Dog A Tibetan mastiff (voiced by Luke Wilson) must defy the naysayers
in his remote mountain community in order to follow his dream of
becoming a rock star like his idol, Angus Scattergood (Eddie Izzard). But
there's no one left to guard the sheep when he goes away to seek his
fortune in the big city, rendering his flock vulnerable to a hungry wolf (Lewis
Black). T Summit Shaquille O'Neal Presents All-Star Comedy Jam, Live from
Sin City Comedian and actor Lavell Crawford hosts this hilarious installment
of Shaquille O'Neal's All Star Comedy Jam franchise in Las Vegas, featuring
comedy veteran Earthquake plus Cocoa Brown, K-Dubb, and Donell
Rawlings. Lionsgate
Duck Dynasty Final Season This final season of the hit series, Duck
Dynasty®, follows the Robertson family as they conquer new family
milestones while showcasing their down-home Southern charm. Tune in as
the family spends a weekend at their childhood summer camp, Lil’ Will
shops for his first car, Reed gets married, Rowdy’s adoption becomes official,
and Gus turns 1! A&E / Lionsgate
Duck Dynasty Complete Series Grow a beard and grab the camo! Here’s the
ultimate collectible for Duck Dynasty® fans! For 11 seasons, millions of TV
viewers tuned in for the colorful adventures and homegrown humor of the
Robertsons, the backwoods family that built an empire out of a small duck
call business. Now you can enjoy all 130 episodes, including some of your
favorite unforgettable moments Willie and Si’s woodchipper competition,
Sadie’s driving lessons, a redneck Christmas, and John Luke’s wedding in one
spec-quack-ular collection! A&E / Lionsgate

